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HISTORY
& THE FIRST DECADE

Since its founding, EUT has shown that it is the University of All - the students, the 
professors, of the neutral social and political actors, while being universally open 
to every person, path, idea, political spectrum, tendencies and social groups.
Mission of EUT: Integration in the society through dialog, ideas, projects,
debates, through contributing as the engine of the economy with the creation
of international networks, but also having the responsibility to engage in adding
more values to the Albanian society.
Vision of EUT: Our distinctive approach towards research, education and 
innovation will inspire the community, professors, students, and further partners, 
leading them towards a society with a more functional knowledge for the benefit 
of society. 

15 YEARS/ THE LEADERS

FOUNDERS AND FIRST LEADING AUTHORITIES
Adri Nurellari, Tonin Gjuraj, Henri Çili, Ferit Duka, Romeo Gurakuqi, 
Ermal Hasimja, Blendi Kajsiu

TEAM OF EUT REORGANISATION AND EXPANSION                          
Arben Dushi, Dritan Egro, Arbi Agalliu, Tonin Gjuraj, Drita Kruja, Agim Kukeli, 
Ferit Duka, Nevila Nika, Adrian Civici, Isuf Kalo, Selami Xhepa

Administrators, Presidents and Rectors of EUT
In nearly 15 years of life of the trading company EEI 
ltd and EUT, it has been established a new tradition in 
management. Personalities from the management and 
academic world have contributed towards creating a 
management school for private education.

HENRI ÇILI
Adminstrator EEI shpk, 2006-2017

TEUTA DOBI
President, 2010-2011

FERIT DUKA
Rector, 2006-2007

ARBI AGALLIU
Adminstrator EEI shpk, 2018-2019

ADRIAN CIVICI
President, 2011-2019

ADRIAN CIVICI
Rector, 2007-2010

NEVILA NIKA
Rector, 2018-2020

TONIN GJURAJ
Rector, 2010-2018

23 SEPTEMBER 
2006

31 MARCH 
2018
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HISTORY
& THE SECOND DECADE
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During its second decade, EUT comes not only as an affirmed institution of higher
education but also as a true symbol of what a university should be in a free democratic 
society; a space of opportunities and thoughts where everyone can find themselves. 
After 14 years of contribution in the history of higher education in Albania, EUT comes 
reformed, with a restructuring and expansion of its academic offer. The reason for 
these changes is precisely the desire to always be in the grip of development and 
quality. Reconceptualizing the current study programs and adding two new faculties 
is the next step that this university is taking to bring more quality to its student. 
Currently the faculties of EUT are 5, where two new faculties have been added to the 
three previous faculties, the Faculty of Technical Medical Sciences, and the Faculty of 
Engineering, Informatics and Architecture.  

10 DATES 10 FIGURES
20 SEPTEMBER  2006

The founding of European
University of Tirana

+25000

Students enrolled in 
14 academic years

23 JULY 2009

The first graduation for
Bachelor’s degrees

7500

Master Students

24 JULY 2009

The accreditation of EUT as an 
institution  and accreditation of 
bachelor programs

500

Books published
by EUT Press

20 JULY 2010

First graduation for 
Master’s degrees

5 000 000 000

EUR, the contribution 
of EUT for social 
responsibility

14 FEBRUARY 2011

Second and third cycle 
accreditation (Master)

750 000

EUR, scientific research
budget per year, grants /
publications

7 OCTOBER 2011

Licensing of doctoral 
program

2500

Full/partial scholarships
given from EUT Over
the years

5 FEBRUARY 2015

Accreditation of doctoral 
programs

+ 1000 

Lecturers have been part 
of EUT in 14 years

4 SEPTEMBER 2018

Reorganization and 
licensing of 5 faculties

750

Science Doctors

7 APRIL 2017

5 years accredited with 
Decision of the Board of 
Administration no. 12 

+7500 

Bachelor 

28 SEPTEMBER 2011

Obtaining the University  
status

750

EUT students have 
conducted a single study 
cycle abroad

LEADING TEAM IN THE SECOND DECADE
Elvin Meka, Belina Budini, Arben Dushi, Endira Bushati, Pirro Prifti, 
Ermira Qosja, Selami Xhepa, Nevila Nika, Drita Kruja

EXTENDED RECTORATE IN THE SECOND DECADE
Elvin Meka, Belina Budini, Arben Dushi, Endirë Bushati, Pirro Prifti, Ermira 
Qosja, Selami Xhepa, Nevila Nika, Drita Kruja, Roland Lami, Arlinda Ymeraj, 
Teuta Xhindi, Voltisa Lama, Marsida Duli, Edi Puka, Otjela Lubonja, Genciana 
Abazi Egro, Orkida Ilollari

31 MARCH 
2018

5 SEPTEMBER 
2018



EUT 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Well-known figure and 
Professor of Economics. 
Professor Xhepa comes 
to this new position to 
continue an excellent 
tradition of the useful role 
of the President As part of 
the university’s image and 
public communication.

Member of the Supreme 
Court and Minister of 
Justice in the Stability 
Government (1991).
Then a lawyer and 
for a time president 
of the Tirana Lawyers 
Association and State 
attorney in the General 
Advocacy of the State.

A prominent publicist 
and journalist, he 
has been part of the   
university for years,  
publishing several  
books and becoming  
part of various projects. 
A public voice that  
Actively supports  
humanities as a way of 
building the society.

Postgraduate degree   
in Archeology and 
Ancient History of 
Albania; Doctor of 
Science in Archeology. 
Author of several 
books and scientific 
article, at home and 
abroad.

Founding Dean of the 
Faculty of Technical  
Medical Sciences at 
EUT,  has contributed 
to the establishment of 
this faculty with a work 
that started  about two 
years ago, by laying 
the foundation stone 
to the ambitious future 
of Faculty of Medical 
Sciences.

ISUF KALOLIDA MIRAJMUSTAFA NANOSHEFQET MUÇISELAMI XHEPA
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THE GREETING 
OF THE PRESIDENT

The knowledge society of the new century is 
transforming into a revolutionary way not only its 
understanding, but also the place and role of higher 
education institutions where knowledge is produced and 
is transferred to the society. This transformative process 
transcends the dimensions of the systematic changes 
that the education system in Albania experienced, as 
it is not only connected with the adaptation of a new 
model of education and creation of professional skills 
needed for the market. The whole model of education 
is evolving, although it is still not yet fully completed 
and often fails to comply with new paradigm that 
emerged in the last decades. It is a process upon which 
even universities that are at the  frontiers of knowledge 
creation are reflecting  and those who understand 
the importance of it more quickly and adapt to such 
changes are the winners. Private sector institutions have 
demonstrated to be more well-disposed and proactive 
to such changes. They have the flexibility, motivation, 
and ability to become a pioneer of more advanced 
experimentation and adoption. As always, the need 
for survival is a powerful motive for innovation and 
experimentation, and this makes a private university part 
of the solution to the challenges of higher education, 
not part the problem. European University of Tirana 
entered the second decade with new challenges. A 
reformed curriculum package closely aligned with 
the professional skills based on the student’s choice, a 
diversification of professional formation in new areas of 
science and technology, thus creating a multidisciplinary 
environment, and above all, a comprehensive update of 
all curricula with the latest knowledge of the respective 
fields have placed the European University of Tirana in 
a highly competitive position in the higher education 
system of Albania. The Staff of EUT is highly motivated 
to embark on such challenges  and in partnership with 
the society and communities, will firmly consolidate its 
image as a leading university in Albania.

PRESIDENT OF EUT                                  
PROF. ASOC. DR. SELAMI XHEPA

University – 
a key pillar 
to national 
development



To be the Rector of the European University 
of Tirana, a 15-year university in academic 
life in Albania, is a special responsibility, 
because EUT is already a consolidated 
institution, which has established its own 
tradition, that may not be very long, but 
almost as old as the private universities in 
the country. 
This responsibility makes me say to students, 
parents and various social actors that 
following, cooperating or any other form 
of participation in an activity, project, or 
initiative that EUT undertakes in Albanian 
social life, is a guaranteed success. This 
success has, at least, five points of support:
First, EUT has already a tradition of good 
practices of all kinds, which make this 
institution a living organism, respected, 
honored and referred by others.
Second, EUT has a competent and stable 
academic staff, with a wide range of profiles, 
capable of imparting their competence in 
almost any field of development of country’s 
life, or universal knowledge.
Third, EUT means to be supported 
everywhere by a wide network of former 
graduate students - ALUMNI, who already 
reinforce the echo of this institution, of their 
studies, or a diploma they have received in 
this institution, as well as a social experience 
with more than 15000 graduates and more 
than 25000 in total, in terms of students, 
who in one way or another, have once 
been part of UET. The same can be said for 
the academic staff, where more than 1000 
lecturers, full-time or part-time, with 15-year 
dynamics, have transmitted knowledge and 
exercised their competence at UET.

Fourth, quality assurance and enhancement 
is one of EUT’s basic priorities, as a higher 
education institution, even its most 
important challenge. Accreditation and 
periodic institutional and study programmes 
accreditation reflect international 
recognition of the principles on which the 
institution’s policies and procedures are 
based, which have a positive impact on 
results. To be more specific, for ensuring 
the highest academic standards, EUT is the 
only higher education institution in the 
country, which will be periodically reviewed 
internationally by the British Quality 
Assurance Agency-QAA. 
Fifth, EUT has initiated and participated in 
many research projects, which have had 
a major impact on the community and 
Albanian society. This institution encourages 
international interactions, through the 
participation of students and professors in 
international academic discourses in our 
auditoriums and abroad, but also through 
75 partner universities, with which we have 
official cooperation agreements.
All five of these factors, make me believe 
that EUT, which I have the honor and 
privilege to lead academically, is an 
institution that responds to the challenges 
of the time, responds to the new moment 
and, above all, responds to a generation 
of students who seeks another future, in 
another world, for another Albania.

6 www.uet.edu.al

EUT in front of EUT. Lawyer Spartak Ngjela 
and Liberals of the right side, 2005

The first graduation ceremony, 2009

EUT RECTOR
PROF. DR. TONIN GJURAJ

EUT – more 
than a university

THE GREETING OF
THE RECTOR



EUT is a success story, since the year 2006 it 
was founded until today, not only because it 
offers a qualitative education with modern 
infrastructure, but also for the enrollment 
and admission of local and foreign students, 
guaranteeing them various opportunities 
for their academic growth, as well as, their 
implementation to the labor market. The 
close cooperation of the European University 
of Tirana with prestigious institutions 
and companies in the country, has made 
possible that our students to be employed, 
through internships and UET is a complex 
organization and in terms of achieving 
international standards, becoming part of 
European Union programs, Erasmus +, other 
programs as well as exchanges
of students and academic staff for study visits 
to other western universities. Our students 
today belong to a generation exposed to 
European culture and identity, and this is 
considered as an added value, thus acquiring 
a completely new personal, academic and 
cultural experience etc.. 
Technological innovations, the historical 
DNA of EUT  not only thay, thus becoming an 
integral part of these institutions. Informing 
these young people and properly guiding 
them in order to get integrated into a 
dynamic labor market, is a primary task that 
lies in the philosophy of our institution.
The latest and most important novelty of 
our university is the construction of a new 
university campus, which will give a new 
impulse to the academic life, students and 

the services provided, by reshaping the 
institution as a meeting point for all the most 
important stakeholders of higher education.
A newly established policy of our university 
system is the provision of several study 
programs in English, the management of 
which requires overcoming many challenges, 
by creating conditions and adapt accordingly 
to the market demands and European best 
practices. This also creates opportunities for 
bringing foreign students closer by enabling 
inter-cultural exchange. 
Because of its sensitiveness to the innovation, 
the higher education sector is among most 
heavily influenced by the wave of change 
caused by digital technology. These two 
years have been an unusual year especially 
in the education and university system, due 
to the pandemic, which has been a global 
challenge that we had to face without any 
hesitation. We, as an institution, follow the 
best practices to develop our ordinary activity 
even in the most special conditions, such as 
those created due to pandemics, by making 
available new channels to make the learning 
process more accessible, through the use of 
new methods and utilization of sophisticated 
online platforms. Because of this we are 
aware that innovation is historically rooted in 
the DNA of our university. 

www.uet.edu.al 7

Behgjet Pacolli, first Honoris Causa, 2011 First seasonal school, 2012

THE GREETING OF 
THE ADMINISTRATOR

EUT ADMINISTRATOR
TILDI ÇADRI

Technological 
innovations, 
the historical 
DNA of EUT 



After thirteen years of contributing to the history of Albanian
higher education, EUT comes reformed, with a restructured
and “expansion” of its academic offer. Now, there are
currently five EUT faculties, two more faculties added to
existent three faculties, the Faculty of Technical Medical
Sciences, and the Faculty of Engineering, Informatics and
Architecture. Since 2018, EUT has in its academic offer +50 
programs and 75 profiles, which makes it easier for the 

student to make the decision but also to adapt in the market 
after graduation, graduating not only as a well-informed and 
educated student but also as a specialist in the profession, 
who will be an engineer of the society. The completion 
of the framework of EUT study fields and disciplines is 
an opportunity for everyone to interact with EUT for an 
idea, project or education, for everything that signifies the 
university in a democratic and developed society.

5
15
25

+50
75

500

FACULTIES

DEPARTMENTS
AND RESEARCH CENTERS

SUBJECT GROUPS (SECTIONS)

STUDY
PROGRAMS

STUDY
                                                       PROFILES

COURSES

MULTI 
DISCIPLINARITY 1
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After the second decade began in the 2018-2019 academic year, following the first two licensing processes, 
EUT broadly restructured its academic offer and complemented its range of programs by creating in its 
strategic project +50 study programs, spread through 5 faculties, accompanied in 75 profiles and spread 
over a range of 500 subjects. All this full academic offer, starting from the Faculty of Humanities, Education 
and Liberal Arts, the Faculty of Economics, Business and Development, the Faculty of Law, Political Science 
and International Relations, the Faculty of Engineering, Informatics and Architecture as well as the Faculty 
of Technical Medical Sciences, cover almost all fields, creating the opportunity for every student to earn the 
degree they want at EUT. 

FOLLOW UET,
IT HAS ALL THE DEGREES!I

Graduation Ceremony, July 2021



25
50
50
50

EMERITUS/SENIOR PROFESSORS 

PROFESSORS

LECTURERS

TEACHING ASISTANTS

EUT, since its founding has had thepriority 
to increase the number ofSenior 

professors with the purpose ofbringing 
their academic experience in           

                             the auditorium.

Our professors do not only
have the role of teaching in the
auditorium, but they also make
a great contribution in scientific 

research.

Teaching and assessment are related
closely to each other. In this way the main
role of lecturers at EUT is the continuous
mentoring of the student throughout his/

her studies.

The combination of the young
lecturers with the older ones

allows students in the auditorium
to receive different views about

different topics.

At an institution such as the European University of Tirana, a leader in
the educational sector in Albania, among many strengths, the academic
staff is the most important one.

THE BEST LECTURERS
The lecturers of EUT can really be called the best. With their
publications, CVs, network and experience, they bring to
the university a tradition longer than 40 years old in the
higher education of Albania. They bring the experience of
the academic world of Western countries, where they have
completed their doctoral studies, did post-doctoral studies,
gave lectures, or have participated in various experiences.
Studying with the best, learning from the best, is the basic
factor for having qualitative studies.

THE PARADOX OF EDUCATION
Present times are so dynamic that comparing a sciencefiction
book from the 60s, in less than 50 years all the
inventions contemplated in that book have been achieved
and even more. So how can we solve a major paradox of

education: lecturers or teachers prepared in the past must
prepare in the present the students of the future. There is
only one way: to have the best, the most up to date, the
most connected to the world of work and management staff,
so that you can transmit to the students the experience,
the dynamism and the sense of the method to solve the
problems of the future that will be different from those we
have today.

INTERACTIVE TEACHING
Unlike the tradition of the eastern schools, that emphasizes the
reproduction of dry knowledge, EUT emphasis the analytical
skills and critical thinking and also encourages the creativity and
intelligence of the student. The most modern techniques and
methods of teaching with high technology and audio-visual
elements are used during lectures and the process of teaching.
Students are encouraged to filter by themselves the information
provided by the lecturers in the curricula consisting of various
carefully selected materials, avoiding the use of only one
textbook. 

THE ACADEMIC 
STAFF 2

Graduation Ceremony
July 2021

10 www.uet.edu.al
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CHOOSE EUT,
PRESTIGIOUS UNIVERSITY!II

It’s been almost 15 years since the initial idea and the official founding of EUT, and there is a story behind
it: thousands and thousands of students who have passed through EUT auditoriums, more than 15,000
diplomas, more than 3 accreditation processes of which 2 international, internships and consolidated
academic processes. You can find a sign of EUT everywhere! Degrees of all cycles, different social classes 
and 15 years of a highly consolidated form of the new tradition of private universities in Albania. 

Students at EUT Hall of Fame, March 2018



European University of Tirana has as in its priority the recruitment of 
qualified students into the labour market, supporting and pursuing 
theircareers step by step.

CAREER ADVISING OFFICE
It performs a range of functions closely linked with 
providing opportunities to the students, during their 
studies, building their network to easily integrate into the 
job market, but also pursuing their career after their studies.

WHO EMPLOYS EUT GRADUATES?
EUT students and graduates are among the most wanted
in the job market. One of our strengths is the opportunity
for practice, which gives an advantage in the labour market.
This is a short list of those who trust our students: Private
Companies / Public Administration / Media / Diplomatic
Representatives / Independent Institutions.

LABOR MARKET BOARDS
A pioneering idea of the EUT is the 10-year operation of
the Labour Market Boards. The boards are attached to each
department and consist of 7 members, who are our former
students. Labor market boards are a source of contact for  
employment and professional internships.

JOB FAIR 
EUT organizes every year the Job Fair. It is attended by the
largest companies in Albania that conduct job interviews
with EUT students. About 25% of EUT students are 
employed in the companies that take part in the job fair.

EUT ALUMNI
At the heart of EUT’s philosophy as an educational institution
everything revolves around the student; knowledge and
service. At EUT the triangle “administration-academic staff-
student” works perfectly and for each of these parts, relevant
institutions and offices for support and cooperation have  been 
set up. “EUT Alumni” is our face in the market, the history and 
the future of the university. The association “EUT ALUMNI” was 
created on May 13, 2010. At that time there was only a small 
group of graduates and now there are over 11,000 Bachelor 
and Master graduates from EUT. All of these are the biggest 
university lobbyists, fundraisers, project applicants, those who 
generate ideas for new programs, who create job markets for 
the university.

I feel privileged to be at the forefront of this mission atthe 
institution that marked a significant turn in my life.Tirana has 
played an essential role in my professional and personal growth. 
It was precisely the experience at EUT that nurtured and shaped 
my ambition for further engagement in the academic field. EUT 
has given me a lot over the years!Therefore, today and in the 
years to come it is up to me to make the maximum contribution 
to this institution.

Shpati Kolgega, from 1 year, is the Director of the Tirana 
Branch at the Albanian Post, graduated in Public Relations 
at the European University of Tirana and also with an M.B.A 
in General Management at New York University in Tirana. 
Currently pursuing a Master’s program in Eisensadt, Austria 
at the University of Applied Sciences FH Burgenland. He has a 
professional experience of more than 11 years in journalism, 
politics, regional organizations and public administration. 

DR. SOKOL NDOKA
PRESIDENT OF EUT ALUMNI

SHPAT KOLGEGA
WINNER OF EUT ALUMNI AWARD 13 / 2021

CAREER / ALUMNI
LABOUR MARKET 3
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BECOME PART 
OF THE EUT NETWORK!III

At EUT you have the opportunity to meet, socialize, collaborate on social or professional level with thousands 
and thousands of students from different social classes, international contacts with hundreds of professors 
and in general the community of lecturers, researchers and students at EUT are very diverse. In today’s 
networking society it is very important to belong to a community that is ubiquitous, at all levels of the public 
and private sectors. Studying at EUT gives you the opportunity to build professional relationships not only 
with thousands of students and hundreds of EUT lecturers, but also with many professionals who are part of 
projects, forums and open lectures. EUT has graduated over 15.000 students and more than 1,000 Albanian 
and foreign lecturers have been part of EUT in 15 years.



EUT is a higher education institution dedicated to 
the internationalization of study programs, academic 
process and staff development and research through the 
opportunities offered by internationalization.  EUT aims to 
become an important national and regional center in terms 
of university cooperation, exchanges for scientific research 
and the debate of ideas that promote academic and 
European citizenship values. We aim to offer joint degrees 
with prestigious European universities, with which we 
have built partnerships within the framework of joint study 
programs. Through this office EUT has achieved successful 
collaboration with prestigious partner universities such as: 
Malardalen University, Sweden, Lappeenranta University 
of Technology in Finland, The Hague University of Applied 
Sciences in the Netherlands, Emden-Leer University 

and the Hochschule Ludwigshafen in Germany; NOVA 
University of Lisbon in Portugal, University of Salzburg in 
Austria; University of Bologna, Pavia and Genoa in Italy; 
Central European University, Hungary, Lille University, 
France etc. EUT collaborates with CEU within the GTFP 
program to enhance teaching in English at EUT. It also 
offers a joint master degree in Political Science -PoSIG, with 
the University of Salzburg in Austria. During 2015-2019, 
through Tempus Sigma Agile and Erasmus + International 
Credit Mobility (ICM) projects, more than 250 EUT students 
have been granted the right to undertake study or research 
courses in different European universities. On the other 
hand, EUT is a host institution for 26 students from partner 
universities, who carry out one or two semesters of study 
at EUT in English.

250
125
50

EUT STUDENTS 
have completed more than one 
semester of studies at the most 

prestigious European universities

PARTNER UNIVERSITIES
of international level with which 

EUT has agreements for joint 
projects, scientific research and 

exchanges of staff and students.

FOREIGN STUDENTS  
from partner universities have 

completed more than one 
semester of study at EUT in 

English.

INTERNATIONALIZATION
ERASMUS+ 4

Gëzim Cako, 
EUT Student who has won 

an ERASMUS+ Exchange at, 
Malarden University, Sweden

14 www.uet.edu.al
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BECOME 
INTERNATIONAL IN UETIV

Today, studies are global. Going abroad for a study cycle, a semester or doing another study program, 
getting in touch with foreign professors, foreign practices, being in the audience with international students, 
in an increasingly global world is an advantage for EUT. The number of international exchanges of EUT, the 
number of EUT ALUMNI students pursuing a study cycle abroad and the number of Erasmus students, rank 
EUT among the universities with the highest percentage of internationalization. Projects, exchanges, Erasmus 
and international professors, make EUT a springboard for easier access to an international world. Former EUT 
students today study from Harvard and Oxford to the London School of Economics in Sorbonne and work 
from the World Bank to UN, from the IMF to the European Central Bank.

Ketrina Çabiri, Head of Projects and Internationalization Office, EUT



APPLICATIONS AND ADMISSIONS
TUITION FEES

Some of the most frequently asked questions 
about starting a degree at EUT

WHICH DOCUMENTS ARE REQUIRED FOR ADMISSION 
TO THE BACHELOR CYCLE? 
• Notarized photocopy of high school diploma and grade 
certificate • Photocopy of ID or passport • Family or personal 
certificate • Copy of tuition fee payment receipt

WHAT DOCUMENTS ARE REQUIRED FOR ADMISSION 
TO THE MASTER CYCLE? 
• Notarized copy of first cycle diploma and grade list • 
Photocopy of ID or passport • Family or personal certificate • 
Notarized copy of high school diploma and grade certificate 
• Copy of tuition fee payment receipt • Proof of foreign 
language knowledge (English, French, German, Italian, 
Spanish).

STUDY CYCLES AND THEIR DURATION 
• Professional programs - 2 academic years (120 ECTS) 
• Bachelor programs - 3 academic years (180 ECTS)
• Integrated programs - 5 academic years (300 ECTS) 
• Professional Master - 1 academic year (60 ECTS) 
• Master of Science - 2 academic years (120 ECTS) 
• Doctoral Programs - 3 academic years

HOW CAN I TRANSFER AT EUT
EUT, in accordance with the principles of the Bologna Charter, 
accepts student transfers in intermediate years from other 
national or foreign university schools, public or non-public 
ones. The transfer of studies is carried out according to the 
EUT regulations, before the beginning of the academic year, 
within the deadlines set by the Ministry. The process of 
curriculum evaluation and subject recognition is done in two 
stages: preliminary review and final review.

DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED FOR STUDY TRANSFER
• Documentation required for admission to the relevant 
study cycle • The list of grades from the transferring 
institution • Photocopies of the syllabus that the student 
needs to equivalent his/her studies in EUT • Certificate of 
deregistration from the transferring institution, including 
student matriculation number

FEE REDUCTION 
Although EUT offers numerous scholarships, at EUT a tuition 
fee starts at 625 Euro. EUT offers reductions depending on 
the average grade of high school and instant payments for 
the entire study cycle, and also offers the option of paying 
through installments.

5

CONTACT
THE ADMISSION OFFICE

By email: info@uet.edu.al 
Or on phone: +355602016616

You are welcome to visit us at EUT
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ACCESS 
TO EVERYONE IN EUT
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V

A large university is likely to build a very large scale of fees, reductions, scholarships or financial support with 0 
interest. Starting from 625 Euro, you can find your place at EUT according to type of diploma, study level, asking 
for reductions, financial support, scholarships or financing from banks with 0 interest paid back. All of these 
elements make EUT accessible to everyone, making it in the same time a prestigious and dignified university 
and also accessible from all social classes. Practically, EUT has a financial scheme for everyone studying here, 
changing the perception that the private university is only the university of the rich: starting with the Pashko 
Scholarships, the Kadare Scholarships, the Excellence Scholarships, the Talent Scholarships, reductions based 
on grades and family members.

Students applying to commercial banks for financing studies with 0 interest rate



DEGREES  &
STUDY PROGRAMS/ PROFILES 
BA
BACHELOR

FINANCE 
Profile Banking 
Profile Accounting

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
Profile Marketing
Profile Organization Management 
Profile Tourism 

BUSINESS INFORMATICS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Profile Electrical engineering 
Profile Mechanical engineering 

INFORMATICS ENGINEERING 
Profile Software Design 
Profile Telecommunication engineering 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Profile Software Design 
Profile Business Informatics

MUSICAL ARTS
Profile Singing
Profile Piano

VISUAL ARTS
Profile Graphic-Design
Profile Multimedia

PD
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA 

MANAGEMENT 

MA
MASTER OF ARTS

VISUAL ARTS
Profile TV - Multimedia

MUSICAL ARTS
Profile Piano
Profile Wind Instruments

PIND (MSC)
INTEGRATED DIPLOMA 

LAW

ARCHITECTURE
Profile Interior design 
Profile Urban planning

PERFORMNIG ARTS
Profile Acting
Profile Directing
Profile Ballet

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS
Profile Football
Profile Gymnastics 
Profile Athletics 
Profile Hand Games

COMMUNICATION
Profile Journalism
Profile Public Relations
Profile Marketing
Profile Graphic Design 

PSYCHOLOGY 
Profile Mental Health 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Profile Security
Profile European Studies 

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Profile Public Administration 
Profile European Studies 

PHYSIOTHERAPY
IMAGING
NURSING

18 www.uet.edu.al



DEGREES &
STUDY PROGRAMS/ PROFILES 
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PM
PROFESSIONAL MASTER 

AUDIT
Profile Audit and Risk Management 
Profile Accounting and financial reporting

FINANCE
Profile Banking and financial markets 
Profile Audit and risk management 
Profile Accounting and financial reporting 
Profile Project management and evaluation

MARKETING
Profile Innovation
Profile Political Public Relations
Profile Project management and evaluation
Profile Tourism
Profile TV - Multimedia

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
Profile Human resources management 
Profile SME management 
Profile Territory management 
Profile Project management and evaluation

APPLIED INFORMATICS 
Profile Application Design and Development        
Profile Project Management & Evaluation 
Profile Data Management                                    
Profile Information Systems Security        
Profile TV - Multimedia

COMMUNICATION 
Profile Political public relations
Profile Marketing management 
Profile TV- Multimedia

PRIMARY EDUCATION TEACHING

SECURITY STUDIES
Profile Security issues

FACULTY OF LAW, 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
AND INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS

FACULTY 
OF HUMANITIES, 
EDUCATION 
AND LIBERAL ARTS

FACULTY 
OF ENGINEERING, 
INFORMATICS 
AND ARCHITECTURE 

FACULTY 
OF TECHNICAL 
MEDICAL 
SCIENCES

FACULTY 
OF ECONOMICS, 
BUSINESS 
AND DEVELOPMENT   



MSc
MASTER OF SCIENCE

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Profile Public Administration 
Profile Project management and evaluation
Profile Marketing management 

FINANCE
Profile Banking and Financial Markets     
Profile Audit and Risk Management     
Profile Accounting & Financial Reporting

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
Profile Energy engineering 
Profile Mechanical engineering
Profile Transportation engineering 

INFORMATICS ENGINEERING 
Profile Software engineering 
Profile Data management 
Profile Design and Application development 
Profile Information Systems Security        

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Profile Transportation Infrastructure 
              Engineering

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Profile Business
Profile Software development 
Profile Innovation 
Profile Project management and evaluation

SECONDARY EDUCATION TEACHING
Profile Arts
Profile Physical education, sports and health
Profile Language and communication 
Profile Mathematics
Profile Science
Profile Society and Environment
Profile Technology and IT

PSYCHOLOGY
Profile Clinical Psychology 
Profile School psychology 

COMMUNICATION SCIENCE 
Profile Political public relations 
Profile Marketing management 

PRIVATE AND BUSINESS LAW
Profile Business law
Profile Private law

PUBLIC AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
Profile Criminal Law           
Profile Public and Constitutional Law               

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Profile Security Issues     
Profile Project Management & Evaluation     

POLITICAL SCIENCE/ 
INTEGRATION AND GOVERNMENT 

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Profile Public Administration 
Profile Project Management & Evaluation     

PHYSIOTHERAPY
Profile Rehabilitation Techniques

IMAGING AND RADIOTHERAPY

NURSING

20 www.uet.edu.al

PHD
DOCTORATE

UET offers these study 
programs in English language

 SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 

• BACHELOR IN FINANCE

• BACHELOR IN BUSINESS INFORMATICS

• BACHELOR IN INFORMATICS 
 ENGINEERING

• MASTER OF SCIENCE IN POLITICAL 
 SCIENCE - INTEGRATION 
 AND GOVERNANCE (POSIG)

DEGREES  &
STUDY PROGRAMS/ PROFILES 
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“EARLY BIRDS”, pre-registrations. UET creates a 12-month relationship with its future students. It is inclined to 
start this relationship with prospective students, who are pursuing the final year of high school, have already 
completed high school, have terminated a first cycle degree programme and want to start again to study 
at the university level, or want to enrich their studies. Throughout the year, the Office of Admissions and 
Career Counseling implements an integrated career counseling process, enabling many prospective students 
to enroll for the next academic year at the European University of Tirana. Through fee reductions, at 30 - 40 
percent, or scholarships and half-fee academic excellence scholarships, students are intitled beforehand to 
continue their university studies in the discipline chosen by them or meet the criteria.

“EARLY BIRDS”
PRE-REGISTRATION1



At UET, the 500+ program aims to enable and deepen the cooperation with the business and the labor market 
by offering to all these companies a wide range of services and processes related to the nature of the institution 
and the goals of these businesses. This project includes the 500 largest companies in the country and implies a 
5-year cooperation with the intention to strengthen the cooperation with the business sector in Albania. This 
cooperation also aims to evaluate the performance of study programs at UET. The collaboration with these 
companies is considered a priority to integrate students in internships up to their employment.

Business Day at UET. UET Open Weeks 2019, Job Fair

500+ PROGRAMME
500 / BUSINESS PARTNERS 2

22 www.uet.edu.al
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This year, the European University of Tirana will offer 500 scholarships for high schools’ seniors based on their 
commitment to study and academic performance. You can apply online on the official UET website: http://
uet.edu.al/apliko-per-burse/. UET allocates a certain number of scholarships available to students every year. 
Currently at UET over 750 students are beneficiaries of full or partial scholarships - Excellence Scholarships, 
“Kadare” Scholarships for Humanities and “Pashko” Scholarships for liberal ideas. Also, UET, starting from 
this academic year, in the framework of the transformation into a polyvalent university, promotes programs, 
profiles or study cycles through half fee scholarships. Furthermore, all prospective students having an average 
of 9 - 9.5 of the high school grades receive a half fee scholarship and those having an average over 9.5 are 
awarded full excellence scholarship.

UET 
SCHOLARSHIPS3

25 10 25 250 750
BUSINESS 
SCHOLARSHIPS

PASHKO 
SCHOLARSHIPS

KADARE 
SCHOLARSHIPS

EXCELLENCE 
SCHOLARSHIPS

HALF-FEE ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIPS



ERASMUS+
250 / STUDENT EXCHANGES 4

In the framework of international projects and the Erasmus + program, UET has granted scholarships at the 
amount of 900 thousand Euro for staff and student mobility. Through the Erasmus+ Program, over 250 UET 
students have gone abroad, and 32 foreign students have come to UET and have completed at least one 
semester. Over the years, UET has built cooperation bridges with many universities in the West and has been 
successfully involved in academic and scientific projects in the framework of international higher education 
programmes. UET has paid close attention to this process, as it is improving the study programs and the 
academic process in accordance with Western standards.

Aida Breti, Coordinator of the Erasmus + Office in Albania. Activity at UET, 30 years ERASMUS
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UET
15 STUDENT CLUBS5

At UET, interests beyond the confines of the classroom are further developed and refined through 11 
student clubs of a scientific nature and 4 other clubs connected to arts and sports. Participation to these 
clubs is awarded through a recruitment process. Each club has 50 participants. UET Le Corbusier Club- 
Architecture & Design / Adam Smith Club - Economics & Finance / Philip Kotler Club- Management 
/ Russell Club- Philosophy / Freud Club- Psychology / Steve Jobs Club - Innovation / Kadare Club - 
Literature / John Locke Club - Law / Hippocrates Club - Medicine / Mc.Luhan Club – Communication/ 
Marx Club – Sociology / There are also UET Sport Club, UET Musical Band, UET Theater Colony, UET Art 
& Design Colony

During the theatrical performance “Maison Blanche”, staged by “UET Theater Colony” (a UET student club)



14+1 Honoris Causa in 15 years
Following the tradition of the well-known international universities, UET has awarded at least one to two Honoris Causa titles per year. As a form of gratitude 
for the life activity or acts of special interest in relation to Albania, development, science, culture, etc., UET selects Albanian or foreign personalities, political 
figures, scientists, lawyers, philosophers, writers or Nobel laureates and institutional figures. In the 15th academic year 2020-2021, UET awarded the 15th title 
to the famous poet and screenwriter, Petrit Ruka,.

15 YEARS UET
15 DOCTOR HONORIS CAUSA

BEHGJET PACOLLI
Former president of Kosova

KARIM KHAN
Lawyer, Cham issue, Strasbourg 

ANTHONY GIDDENS
Lord, English sociologist 

CHRISTOPHER R.HILL
American diplomat 

BERNARD KOUCHNER
Head of the United Nations 
Interim Administration Mission 
in Kosova (UMNIK) 

DRITËRO AGOLLI
Great Albanian writer 

GIANNI BUQUICCHIO
President of the Venice Commission 

HASHIM THAÇI
President of Kosova 

MUHAMMAD YUNUS
Nobel laureate 

ROGER SCRUTON
Famous English philosopher 

KOEN LENAERTS
President of the Court of 
Justice of the European Union

FATOS NANO
Former Prime Minister of Albania 

GIANNI DE BIASI
Former coach of Albania football team 

LUC FERRY
Famous French philosopher 

PETRIT RUKA
Prominent poet and screenwriter

1

6

5

11

10

2

7

12

3

8

13

4

14 15

9
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ARE
E DHE ARKITEKTURËS TEKNIKE

Left to right: 
Blendi Kajsiu 
Adri Nurellari 
Ermal Hasimja 
Henri Çili



Address: Xhanfize Keko Boluevard, “Xhura” Complex, Tirana
Cel: 068 20 16 616
email: info@uet.edu.al
web: www.uet.edu.al


